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Northern Lights Auto will leave you on your knees begging for more. You will feel her 20% THC
potency instantly after lighting a joint, with a fast-acting physical effect that is reminiscent of a full-
blooded Indica. Original Auto Northern Lights - FastBuds. Original Auto Northern Lights Cannabis
Seeds. Breeder: FastBuds. Her buds are light, airy, frosty and almost have a long and narrow structure.
The shape of the bud is similar to an acorn with swollen calyx protruding all over. $12.10 . Pack Size:
#cannabiscommunity #cannabisgrowers #cannabis #marijuanagrowers #marijuanacommunity
#marijuana #organiccannabis #nevergiveup #420daily #ganja #positivevibes
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2. Specifications . Our auto version of this incredibly resistant old-school strain is a must for all growers
trying to grow famous classic strains.. Northern Lights Auto is an exceptionally tough autoflower that
requires very little maintenance while being able to withstand harsher climates with ease, this plant can
grow up to 120cm and produce around 600gr/m2 in less than 65 days. How much does Original Auto
Northern Lights produce? Productively it is a wonder, indoors you can cut between 17.6 and 21.2 oz per
3x3ft (500-600 grams per m2). Outdoors, with good weather conditions give high yields. Now available
in PevGrow, Original Auto Northern Lights by Fast Buds. Don't miss out on a variety of this caliber!
GEN200 Grow accelerates the formation of new roots and ensures healthy growth & development of
your plants. It invigorates growth of the plant and activates enzymatic processes in the ecosystem?? get
the facts

Original Auto Northern Lights is an incredibly resilient autoflowering strain, that is easy to grow and
perfect for novices. Very large yields that really pack a punch when it comes to the effect. This indica
hybrid is one for those who enjoy a good couch lock. �Highlights� of a Job well done are Always my
favorite �MVP� of the Tent goes to one of the Plants I stuck in the back & Really didn�t even pay
any attention too her, until today!! She�s so Knotted up with Foxtails, turned every color of the
Rainbow ?? Stinks of the Wildest Sweetest flavors you can imagine, so it�ll be my pleasure to Trim ,
Cure & Jar her to Perfection ?????? Growing experience, grow tips, strain reviews by actual growers.
Northern Lights Auto by FastBuds cannabis strain reviews.
#weedstagram #cannabis #cannabiscommunity #weedporn #weed #cannabisculture #hightimes
#marijuana #highlife #thc #life #highsociety #stoner #maryjane #society #ganja #cbd
#smokeweedeveryday #kush #dank #indica #sativa #instaweed #stonernation #medicalmarijuana #high
#weedgirls #growyourown #dabs
#bhfyp�?�?�?�?�????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
My first autoflowers were my wedding cheesecake from fastbuds. I was surprised by her vigorous
growth. So I ordered some more fastbuds beans. Northern Lights and Rhino Ryder. 1 of each going now.
And also just sprouted 2 of my freebies sour diesel auto! So far so good with the germination rate of
fastbuds beans. 100% so far. To kick off this adventure, I'm giving away one of the first bongs I created!
This cute bong is 6" tall, made with real pressed flowers and real gold flakes! check over here
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